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1 Introduction
The Standard Model can be tested by checking the consistency of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) mechanism [1, 2], which describes the mixing between weak and mass
eigenstates of the quarks. The CKM phase  can be expressed in terms of the elements of
the complex unitary CKM matrix, as   arg [ VudVub=VcdVcb]. Since  is also the angle
of the unitarity triangle least constrained by direct measurements, its precise determination
is of considerable interest. Its value can be measured in tree-level processes such as B!
DK and B0! DK0, where D is a superposition of the D0 and D0 avour eigenstates,
and K0 is the K(892)0 meson. Since loop corrections to these processes are of higher
order, the associated theoretical uncertainty on  is negligible [3]. As such, measurements
of  in tree-level decays provide a reference value, allowing searches for potential deviations
due to physics beyond the Standard Model in other processes.
The combination of measurements by the BaBar [4] and Belle [5] collaborations gives
 = (67 11) [6], whilst an average value of LHCb determinations in 2014 gave  = 
73+9 10

[7]. Global ts of all current CKM measurements by the CKMtter [8, 9] and
UTt [10] collaborations yield indirect estimates of  with an uncertainty of 2. Some of
the CKM measurements included in these combinations can be aected by new physics
contributions.
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Since the phase dierence between Vub and Vcb depends on , the determination of
 in tree-level decays relies on the interference between b ! c and b ! u transitions.
The strategy of using B! DK decays to determine  from an amplitude analysis of
D-meson decays to the three-body nal state K0S
+  was rst proposed in refs. [11, 12].
The method requires knowledge of the D! K0S+  decay amplitude across the phase
space, and in particular the variation of its strong phase. This may be obtained either by
using a model to describe the D-meson decay amplitude in phase space (model-dependent
approach), or by using measurements of the phase behaviour of the amplitude (model-
independent approach). The model-independent strategy, used by Belle [13] and LHCb [14,
15], incorporates measurements from CLEO [16] of the D decay strong phase in bins across
the phase space. The present paper reports a new unbinned model-dependent measurement,
following the method used by the BaBar [17{19], Belle [20{22] and LHCb [23] collaborations
in their analyses of B ! D()K() decays. This method allows the statistical power of
the data to be fully exploited.
The sensitivity to  depends both on the yield of the sample analysed and on the magni-
tude of the ratio rB of the suppressed and favoured decay amplitudes in the relevant region
of phase space. Due to colour suppression, the branching fraction B(B0! D0K0) = (4:2
0:6)10 5 is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the corresponding charged B-meson
decay mode, B(B+! D0K+) = (3:70 0:17) 10 4 [24]. However, this is partially com-
pensated by an enhancement in rB0 , which was measured to be rB0 = 0:240
+0:055
 0:048 in B
0!
DK0 decays in which the D is reconstructed in two-body nal states [25]; the charged de-
cays have an average value of rB = 0:097 0:006 [8, 9]. Model-dependent and independent
determinations of  using B0! D(K0S+ )K0 decays have already been performed by
the BaBar [26] and Belle [27] collaborations, respectively. The model-independent approach
has also been employed recently by LHCb [28]. For these decays a time-independent CP
analysis is performed, as the K0 is reconstructed in the self-tagging mode K+ , where
the charge of the kaon provides the avour of the decaying neutral B meson.
The K0 meson is one of several possible states of the (K+ ) system. Letting X0s
represent any such state, the B-meson decay amplitude to DK+  may be expressed as a
superposition of favoured b! c and suppressed b! u contributions:
A(B0 ! DX0s) / jAcjAf + jAujei(B0 ) Af ;
A(B0 ! DX0s) / jAcj Af + jAujei(B0+)Af ;
(1.1)
where jAc;uj are the magnitudes of the favoured and suppressed B-meson decay ampli-
tudes, B0 is the strong phase dierence between them, and  is the CP -violating weak
phase. The quantities Ac;u and B0 depend on the position in the B
0 ! DK+  phase
space. The amplitudes of the D0 and D0 mesons decaying into the common nal state f ,
Af 


f
H D0 and Af  
f H D0, are functions of the K0S+  nal state, which can
be completely specied by two squared invariant masses of pairs of the three nal-state
particles, chosen to be m2+  m2K0S+ and m
2   m2K0S  . The other squared invariant mass
is m20  m2+  . Making the assumption of no CP violation in the D-meson decay, the
amplitudes Af and Af are related by Af (m
2
+;m
2 ) = Af (m2 ;m2+).
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The amplitudes in eq. (1.1) give rise to distributions of the form
d B0 / jAcj2jAf j2 + jAuj2j Af j2 + 2jAcjjAuj Re
h
A?f
Af e
i(B0 )
i
;
d B0 / jAcj2j Af j2 + jAuj2jAf j2 + 2jAcjjAuj Re
h
Af A
?
f e
i(B0+)
i
;
(1.2)
which are functions of the position in the B0 ! DK+  phase space. Integrating only
over the region K0 of the B
0 ! DK+  phase space in which the K0 resonance is
dominant,
r2B0 
R
K0
d jAuj2R
K0
d jAcj2 : (1.3)
The functional
P(A; z; ) = A2 + jzj2  A2 + 2Re zA? A ; (1.4)
describes the distribution within the phase space of the D-meson decay,
PB0(m2 ;m2+) / P(Af ; z ; );
PB0(m2 ;m2+) / P( Af ; z+; );
(1.5)
where the coherence factor  is a real constant (0    1) [29] measured in ref. [30],
parameterising the fraction of the region K0 that is occupied by the K
0 resonance, and
the complex parameters z are
z = rB0 ei(B0): (1.6)
A direct determination of rB0 , B0 and  can lead to bias, when rB0 gets close to zero [17].
The Cartesian CP violation observables, x = Re(z) and y = Im(z), are therefore
used instead.
This paper reports model-dependent Cartesian measurements of z made using B0!
D(K0S
+ )K0 decays selected from pp collision data, corresponding to an integrated lu-
minosity of 3 fb 1, recorded by LHCb at centre-of-mass energies of 7 TeV in 2011 and 8 TeV
in 2012. The measured values of z place constraints on the CKM angle . Throughout
the paper, inclusion of charge conjugate processes is implied, unless specied otherwise.
Section 2 describes the LHCb detector used to record the data, and the methods used
to produce a realistic simulation of the data. Section 3 outlines the procedure used to select
candidate B0! D(K0S+ )K0 decays, and section 4 describes the determination of the
selection eciency across the phase space of the D-meson decay. Section 5 details the
tting procedure used to determine the values of the Cartesian CP violation observables
and section 6 describes the systematic uncertainties on these results. Section 7 presents the
interpretation of the measured Cartesian CP violation observables in terms of central values
and condence intervals for rB0 , B0 and , before section 8 concludes with a summary of
the results obtained.
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2 The LHCb detector
The LHCb detector [31, 32] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c
quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip
vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector
located upstream of a dipole magnet of reversible polarity with a bending power of about
4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream
of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of the momentum p of charged
particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at
200 GeV. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact param-
eter (IP), is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component
of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV. Dierent types of charged hadrons are
distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photons, elec-
trons and hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and
preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons
are identied by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional
chambers.
The trigger consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter
and muon systems, followed by a software stage, in which all charged particles with pT >
500 (300) MeV are reconstructed for 2011 (2012) data. The software trigger requires a two-,
three- or four-track secondary vertex with a large sum of the transverse momentum, pT, of
the tracks and a signicant displacement from the primary pp interaction vertices. At least
one track should have pT > 1:7 GeVand 
2
IP with respect to any primary interaction greater
than 16, where 2IP is dened as the dierence in 
2 of a given PV reconstructed with and
without the considered track. A multivariate algorithm [33] is used for the identication of
secondary vertices consistent with the decay of a b hadron. In the oine selection, trigger
signals are associated with reconstructed particles. Selection requirements can therefore
be made on the trigger selection itself and on whether the decision was due to the signal
candidate, other particles produced in the pp collision, or a combination of both.
Decays of K0S! +  are reconstructed in two dierent categories: the rst involving
K0S mesons that decay early enough for the daughter pions to be reconstructed in the vertex
detector, and the second containing K0S that decay later such that track segments of the
pions cannot be formed in the vertex detector. These categories are referred to as long
and downstream, respectively. The long category has better mass, momentum and vertex
resolution than the downstream category.
Large samples of simulated B0(s) ! D
( )
K 0 decays and various background decays
are used in this study. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [34,
35] with a specic LHCb conguration [36]. Decays of hadronic particles are described
by EvtGen [37], in which nal-state radiation is generated using Photos [38]. The
interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented
using the Geant4 toolkit [39, 40], as described in ref. [41].
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3 Candidate selection and background sources
In addition to the hardware and software trigger requirements, after a kinematic t [42]
to constrain the B0 candidate to point towards the PV and the D candidate to have
its nominal mass, the invariant mass of the K0S candidates must lie within 14:4 MeV
(19:9 MeV) of the known value [24] for long (downstream) categories. Likewise, after a
kinematic t to constrain the B0 candidate to point towards the PV and the K0S candidate
to have the K0S mass, the reconstructed D-meson candidate must lie within 30 MeV of
the D0 mass. To reconstruct the B0 mass, a third kinematic t of the whole decay chain
is used, constraining the B0 candidate to point towards the PV and the D and K0S to have
their nominal masses. The 2 of this t is used in the multivariate classier described
below. This t improves the resolution of the m2 invariant masses and ensures that the
reconstructed D candidates are constrained to lie within the kinematic boundaries of the
phase space. The K0 candidate must have a mass within 50 MeV of the world average
value and jcos j > 0:4, where the decay angle  is dened in the K0 rest frame as the
angle between the momentum of the kaon daughter of the K0, and the direction opposite
to the B0 momentum. The criteria placed on the K0 candidate are identical to those used
in the analysis of B0! DK0 with two-body D decays [25].
A multivariate classier is then used to improve the signal purity. A boosted decision
tree (BDT) [43, 44] is trained on simulated signal events and background candidates lying
in the high B0 mass sideband [5500; 6000] MeV in data. This mass range partially overlaps
with the range of the invariant mass t described below. To avoid a potential t bias, the
candidates are randomly split into two disjoint subsamples, A and B, and two independent
BDTs (BDTA and BDTB) are trained with them. These classiers are then applied to
the complementary samples. The BDTs are based on 16 discriminating variables: the B0
meson 2IP, the sum of the 
2
IP of the K
0
S daughter pions, the sum of the 
2
IP of the nal
state particles except the K0S daughters, the B
0 and D decay vertex 2, the values of the
ight distance signicance with respect to the PV for the B0, D and K0S mesons, the D
(K0S ) ight distance signicance with respect to the B
0 (D) decay vertex, the transverse
momenta of the B0, D and K0, the cosine of the angle between the momentum direction of
the B0 and the displacement vector from the PV to the B0 decay vertex, the decay angle of
the K0 and the 2 of the kinematic t of the whole decay chain. Since some of the variables
have dierent distributions for long or downstream candidates, the two event categories
have separate BDTs, giving a total of four independent BDTs. The optimal cut value of
each BDT classier is chosen from pseudoexperiments to minimise the uncertainties on z.
Particle identication (PID) requirements are applied to the daughters of the K0 to
select kaon-pion pairs and reduce background coming from B0! D0 decays. A specic
veto is also applied to remove contributions from B! DK decays: B0! DK0 candi-
dates with a DK invariant mass lying in a 50 MeV window around the B-meson mass
are removed. To reject background from D0!  decays, the decay vertex of each long
K0S candidate is required to be signicantly displaced from the D decay vertex along the
beam direction.
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The decay B0s! DK0 has a similar topology to B0! DK0, but exhibits much less
CP violation [30], since the decay B0s! D0K0 is doubly-Cabbibo suppressed compared to
B0s! D0K0. These decays are used as a control channel in the invariant mass t. Back-
ground from partially reconstructed B0(s)! D
( )
K 0 decays, where D stands for either
D0 or D0, are dicult to exclude since they have a topology very similar to the signal.
The D0! D0 and D0! D00 decays where the photon or the neutral pion is not recon-
structed lead to B0(s)! D
( )
K 0 candidates with a lower invariant mass than the B0(s) mass.
4 Eciency across the phase space
The variation of the detection eciency across the phase space is due to detector accep-
tance, trigger and selection criteria and PID eects. To evaluate this variation, a simulated
sample generated uniformly over the D! K0S+  phase space is used, after applying cor-
rections for known dierences between data and simulation that arise for the hardware
trigger and PID requirements.
The trigger corrections are determined separately for two independent event categories.
In the rst category, events have at least one energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeter,
associated with the signal decay, which passes the hardware trigger. In the second category,
events are triggered only by particles present in the rest of the event, excluding the signal
decay. The probability that a given energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeter passes the
hardware trigger is evaluated with calibration samples, which are produced for kaons and
pions separately, and give the trigger eciency as a function of the dipole magnet polarity,
the transverse energy and the hit position in the calorimeter. The eciency functions
obtained for the two categories are combined according to their proportions in data.
The PID corrections are calculated with calibration samples of D+! D0+, D0!
K + decays. After background subtraction, the PID eciencies for kaon and pion candi-
dates are obtained as functions of momentum and pseudorapidity. The product of the kaon
and pion eciencies, taking into account their correlation, gives the total PID eciency.
The various eciency functions are combined to make two separate global eciency
functions, one for long candidates and one for downstream candidates, which are used
as inputs to the t to obtain the Cartesian observables z. To smooth out statistical
uctuations, an interpolation with a two-dimensional cubic spline function is performed to
give a continuous description of the eciency "(m2+;m
2 ), as shown in gure 1.
5 Analysis strategy and t results
To determine the CP observables z dened in eq. (1.6), an unbinned extended maximum
likelihood t is performed in three variables: the B0 candidate reconstructed invariant
mass mB0 and the Dalitz variables m
2
+ and m
2 . This t is performed in two steps. First,
the signal and background yields and some parameters of the invariant mass PDFs are
determined with a t to the reconstructed B0 invariant mass distribution, described in
section 5.1. An amplitude t over the phase space of the D-meson decay is then performed
to measure z, using only candidates lying in a 25 MeV window around the tted B0
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Figure 1. Variation of signal eciency across the phase space for (left) long and (right) downstream
candidates.
mass, and taking the results of the invariant mass t as inputs, as explained in section 5.2.
The cfit [45] library has been used to perform these ts. Candidate events are divided into
four subsamples, according to K0S type (long or downstream), and whether the candidate
is identied as a B0 or B0-meson decay. In the B-candidate invariant mass t, the B0
and B0 samples are combined, since identical distributions are expected for this variable,
whilst in the CP violation observables t (CP t) they are kept separate.
5.1 Invariant mass t of B0! DK0 candidates
An unbinned extended maximum likelihood t to the reconstructed invariant mass dis-
tributions of the B0 candidates in the range [4900; 5800] MeV determines the signal and
background yields. The long and downstream subsamples are tted simultaneously. The
total PDF includes several components: the B0! DK0 signal PDF, background PDFs
for B0s! DK0 decays, combinatorial background, partially reconstructed B0(s)! D
( )
K 0
decays and misidentied B0! D0 decays, as illustrated in gure 2.
The t model is similar to that used in the analysis of B0! DK0 decays with D-meson
decays to two-body nal states [25]. The B0! DK0 and B0s ! DK0 components are
each described as the sum of two Crystal Ball functions [46] sharing the same central value,
with the relative yields of the two functions and the tail parameters xed from simulation.
The separation between the central values of the B0! DK0 and B0s ! DK0 PDFs is
xed to the known B0-B0s mass dierence. The ratio of the B
0! DK0 and B0s! DK0
yields is constrained to be the same in both the long and downstream subsamples. The
combinatorial background is described with an exponential PDF. Partially reconstructed
B0(s)! D
( )
K 0 decays are described with non-parametric functions obtained by applying
kernel density estimation [47] to distributions of simulated events. These distributions de-
pend on the helicity state of the D0 meson. Due to parity conservation in D0! D0 and
D0! D00 decays, two of the three helicity amplitudes have the same invariant mass dis-
tribution. The B0s! DK0 PDF is therefore a linear combination of two non-parametric
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Figure 2. Invariant mass distribution for B0! DK0 long and downstream candidates. The t
result, including signal and background components, is superimposed (solid blue). The points are
data, and the dierent t components are given in the legend. The two vertical lines represent the
signal region in which the CP t is performed.
functions, with the fraction of the longitudinal polarisation in the B0s ! DK0 decays
unknown and accounted for with a free parameter in the t. Each of the two functions de-
scribing the dierent helicity states is a weighted sum of non-parametric functions obtained
from simulated B0s ! D(D0)K0 and B0s ! D(D00)K0 decays, taking into account
the known D0! D00 and D0! D0 branching fractions [48] and the appropriate e-
ciencies. The PDF for B0! DK0 decays is obtained from that for B0s! DK0 decays,
by applying a shift corresponding to the known B0-B0s mass dierence. In the nominal t,
the polarisation fraction is assumed to be the same for B0! DK0 and B0s ! DK0
decays. The eect of this assumption is taken into account in the systematic uncertainties.
The B0! D0 component is also described with a non-parametric function obtained from
the simulation, using a data-driven calibration to describe the pion-kaon misidentication
eciency. This component has a very low yield and, to improve the stability of the t, a
Gaussian constraint is applied, requiring the ratio of yields of B0! D0 and B0s! DK0
to be consistent with its expected value.
The tted distribution is shown in gure 2. The resulting signal and background yields
in a 25 MeV range around the B0 mass are given in table 1. This range corresponds to
the signal region over which the CP t is performed.
5.2 CP t
A simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood t to the four subsamples is performed to
determine the CP violation observables z. The value of the coherence factor is xed to the
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Component Yield
Long Downstream Total
B0! DK0 29 5 60 8 89 11
B0s! DK0 0:59 0:12 1:21 0:23 1:8 0:3
Combinatorial 9:6 1:0 16:1 1:4 25:7 1:7
B0! DK0 0:06 0:02 0:06 0:02 0:12 0:03
B0s! DK0 4:1 0:8 7:9 1:3 11:9 1:7
B0! D0 0:20 0:05 0:37 0:09 0:57 0:11
Total background 14:5 1:3 25:6 1:8 40:1 2:4
Table 1. Signal and background yields in the signal region, 25 MeV around the B0 mass, obtained
from the invariant mass t. Total yields, as well as separate yields for long and downstream
candidates, are given.
central value of  = 0:958+0:005+0:002 0:010 0:045, as measured in the recent LHCb amplitude analysis
of B0! DK+  decays [30]. The negative logarithm of the likelihood,
  lnL =  
X
B0cand:
ln
 X
c
Ncf
mass
c (mB; ~q
mass
c )f
B0 model
c (m
2
+;m
2
 ; z; ; ~q
model
c )
!
 
X
B0cand:
ln
 X
c
Ncf
mass
c (mB; ~q
mass
c )f
B0 model
c (m
2
+;m
2
 ; z; ; ~q
model
c )
!
+
X
c
Nc;
(5.1)
is minimised, where c indexes the dierent signal and background components, Nc is the
yield for each category, fmassc is the invariant mass PDF determined in the previous section,
~q massc are the mass PDF parameters, f
B model
c is the amplitude PDF and ~q
model
c are its
parameters other than z and , which have been included explicitly.
The non-uniformity of the selection eciency over the D! K0S+  phase space is
accounted for by including the function "(m2+;m
2 ), introduced in section 4, within the
fB modelc PDF:
fB modelc (m
2
+;m
2
 ; z; ; ~q
model
c ) = Fc(m2+;m2 ; z; ; ~q modelc ) "(m2+;m2 ); (5.2)
where Fc is the PDF of the amplitude model.
The model describing the amplitude of the D ! K0S+  decay over the phase
space, Af
 
m2+;m
2 

, is identical to that used previously by the BaBar [19, 49] and
LHCb [23] collaborations. An isobar model is used to describe P -wave (including (770)0,
!(782), Cabibbo-allowed and doubly Cabibbo-suppressed K(892) and K(1680) ) and
D-wave (including f2(1270) and K

2 (1430)
) contributions. The K S-wave contribution
(K0 (1430)) is described using a generalised LASS amplitude [50], whilst the  S-wave
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contribution is treated using a P -vector approach within the K-matrix formalism. All
parameters of the model are xed in the t to the values determined in ref. [49].1
All components included in the t of the B-meson mass spectrum are included in the
t for the CP violation observables, with the exception of the B0! DK0 background,
because its yield within the signal region is negligible (table 1). CP violation is neglected
for B0s! DK0 and B0s! DK0 decays, since their Cabbibo-suppressed contributions are
negligible. The relevant PDFs are therefore FB0s!D()K0 = P( Af ; 0; 0) and FB0s!D()K0 =P(Af ; 0; 0), where P is dened in eq. (1.4). For background arising from misidentied
B0! D0 events, the B avour state cannot be determined, resulting in an incoherent
sum of D0 and D0 contributions: FB0!D0 = (jAf j2 + j Af j2)=2.
The combinatorial background is composed of two contributions: one from non-D can-
didates, and the other from real D mesons combined with random tracks. Combinatorial
D candidates arise from random combinations of four charged tracks, incorrectly recon-
structed as a D ! K0S+  decay, and this contribution is assumed to be distributed
uniformly over phase space, FComb; non D = 1, consistent with what is seen in the data.
Background from real D candidates arises when the K(892)0 candidate is reconstructed
from random tracks. Consequently, the B-meson avour is unknown, resulting in an inco-
herent sum, FComb; real D = (jAf j2 + j Af j2)=2. The relative proportions of non-D and real
D meson backgrounds (O(30%)) are xed using the results of a t to the reconstructed
invariant mass of the D candidates in the signal B mass region. Figures 3 and 4 show the
Dalitz plot and its projections, with the t result superimposed, for B0 and B0 candidates,
respectively. A blinding procedure was used to obscure the values of the CP parameters
until all aspects of the analysis were nalised. The measured values are
x  =  0:15  0:14;
y  = 0:25  0:15;
x+ = 0:05  0:24;
y+ =  0:65 +0:24 0:23;
where the uncertainty is statistical only. The correlation matrix is
x  y  x+ y+0BBBBB@
1 0:14 0 0
0:14 1 0 0
0 0 1 0:14
0 0 0:14 1
1CCCCCA
;
and the corresponding likelihood contours for z are shown in gure 5.
1As previously noted in ref. [23], the model implemented by BaBar [49] diers from the formulation
described therein. One of the two Blatt-Weisskopf coecients was set to unity, and the imaginary part
of the denominator of the Gounaris-Sakurai propagator used the mass of the resonant pair, instead of the
mass associated with the resonance. The model used herein replicates these features without modication.
It has been veried that changing the model to use an additional centrifugal barrier term and a modied
Gounaris-Sakurai propagator has a negligible eect on the measurements.
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Figure 3. Selected B0! DK0 candidates, shown as (a) the Dalitz plot, and its projections on
(b) m2 , (c) m
2
+ and (d) m
2
0. The line superimposed on the projections corresponds to the t result
and the points are data.
6 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainty on the evaluation of z are considered, and are
summarised in table 2. Unless otherwise stated, for each source considered, the CP t is
repeated and the dierences in the z values compared to the nominal results are taken as
the systematic uncertainties.
The uncertainty on the description of the eciency variation across the D-meson decay
phase space arises from several sources. Statistical uncertainties arise due to the limited
sizes of the simulated samples used to determine the nominal eciency function and of
the calibration samples used to obtain the data-driven corrections to the PID and hard-
ware trigger eciencies. Large numbers of alternative eciency functions are created by
smearing these quantities according to their uncertainties. For each tted CP parameter,
the residual for a given alternative eciency function is dened as the dierence between
its value obtained using this function, and that obtained in the nominal t. The width of
the obtained distribution of residuals is taken as the corresponding systematic uncertainty.
Additionally, since the nominal t is performed using an eciency function obtained from
the simulation applying only BDTA, the t is repeated using an alternative eciency func-
tion obtained using BDTB, and an uncertainty extracted. The t is also performed with
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Figure 4. Selected B0! DK0 candidates, shown as (a) the Dalitz plot, and its projections on
(b) m2 , (c) m
2
+ and (d) m
2
0. The line superimposed on the projections corresponds to the t result
and the points are data.
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Figure 5. Likelihood contours at 68.3% and 95.5% condence level for (x+; y+) (red) and (x ; y )
(blue), obtained from the CP t.
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Source of uncertainty x  y  x+ y+
Eciency 5.4 1.1 11 1.8
Invariant mass t 12 21 15 48
Migration over the phase space 5.3 1.8 6.2 3.0
Misreconstructed signal 7.7 6.6 10 7.1
Background description
Non-D background 20 15 28 47
Real D background 0.1 0.4 0.2 1.0
CP violation in B0s! DK0 1.5 0.8 4.0 1.6
B+! D0++  contribution 0.6 1.4 0.8 2.3
0b! D0p  contribution 0.1 0.7 0.5 1.6
K coherence factor () 4.8 2.4 8.5 2.6
CP t bias 5 49 11 40
Total experimental 26 (19%) 56 (37%) 39 (16%) 78 (33%)
Total model-related (see table 3) 8 (5%) 7 (5%) 10 (4%) 5 (2%)
Table 2. Summary of the systematic uncertainties on z, in units of (10 3). The total experimental
and total model-related uncertainties are also given as percentages of the statistical uncertainties.
alternative eciency functions obtained by varying the fraction of candidates triggered by
at least one product of the signal decay chain. Finally, for a few variables used in the BDT,
a small dierence is observed between the simulation and the background-subtracted data
sample. To account for this dierence, the simulated events are reweighted to match the
data, and the t is repeated with the resulting eciency function.
The B-meson invariant mass t result is used to x the fractions of signal and back-
ground and the parameters of the B0 mass PDF shapes in the CP t. A large number
of pseudoexperiments is generated, in which the free parameters of the invariant mass t
are varied within their uncertainties, taking into account their correlations. The CP t
is repeated for each variation. For each CP parameter, the width from a Gaussian t to
the resulting residual distribution is taken as the associated systematic uncertainty. This
is the dominant contribution to the invariant mass t systematic uncertainty quoted in
table 2. Other uncertainties due to assumptions in the invariant mass t are evaluated by
allowing the B0! DK0/B0s! DK0 yield ratio to be dierent for long and downstream
categories, by varying the B0! D0/B0s! DK0 yield ratio, by varying the Crystal Ball
PDF parameters within their uncertainties and by testing alternatives to the Crystal Ball
PDFs. The proportions of D0! D0 and D0! D00 in the B0(s)! D
( )
K 0 background
description are also varied, and the eect of neglecting the B0! DK0 component in the
CP t is evaluated.
The systematic uncertainty due to the nite resolution in m2 is evaluated with a large
number of pseudoexperiments. One nominal pseudodata sample is generated, with z xed
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to the values obtained from data. A large number of alternative samples are generated from
the nominal one by smearing the m2 coordinates of each event according to the resolution
found in simulation and taking correlations into account. For each CP parameter, the
width of the residual distribution is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The misreconstruction of B0! DK0 signal events is also studied. This can occur e.g.
when the wrong nal state pions of a real signal event are combined in the reconstruction
of the D-meson candidate, leading to migration of this event within the D-decay phase
space. The uncertainty corresponding to this eect is evaluated using pseudoexperiments.
The eect of signal misreconstruction due to K0{K0 misidentication, corresponding
to a (K) ! (K) misidentication, is found to be negligible thanks to the PID
requirements placed on the K0 daughters.
The uncertainty arising from the background description is evaluated for several
sources. The CP t is repeated with the fractions of the two categories of combinatorial
background (non-D and real D candidates) varied within their uncertainties from the t
to the D invariant mass distribution. Additionally, since in the nominal t the non-D can-
didates are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the phase space of the D! K0S+ 
decay, the t is repeated changing this contribution to the sum of a uniform distribution
and a K(892) resonance. The relative proportions of the two components are xed based
on the m2 distributions found in data. The t is also repeated with the D-meson decay
model for the non-D component set to the distribution of data in the D mass sidebands.
The uncertainty arising from the poorly-known fraction of non-D and real D background
is the dominant systematic uncertainty for the x parameters.
The description of the real D combinatorial background assumes that the probabilities
of a D0 or a D0 being present in an event are equal. The CP violation observables t is
repeated with the decay model for this background changed to include a D0{D0 production
asymmetry, whose value is set to the measured D asymmetry ( 1:0 0:3) 10 2 [51].
CP violation is neglected in the B0s ! DK0 decay nominal description. The CP
t is repeated with the inclusion of a small component describing the suppressed decay
amplitude of B0s ! D0K0, with CP violation parameters for this component xed to
 = 73:2, rB0s = 0:02 and B0s = f0; 45; 90; 135; 180; 225; 270; 315g. The model
used to describe B0s ! DK0 decays consists of an incoherent sum of D0! D00 and
D0! D0 contributions. Between the D0! D00 and D0! D0 decays, there is an
eective strong phase shift of  that is taken into account [52].
The systematic uncertainties arising from the inclusion of background from misre-
constructed B+! D0++  and 0b ! D0p  decays are evaluated, by adding these
components into the t model. The CP t is also repeated with the K(892)0 coherence
factor  varied within its uncertainty [30].
The CP t is veried using one thousand data-sized pseudoexperiments. In each
experiment, the signal and background yields, as well as the distributions used in the
generation, are xed to those found in data. The tted values of z show biases smaller
than the statistical uncertainties, and are included as systematic uncertainties. These biases
are due to the current limited statistics and are found to reduce in pseudoexperiments
generated with a larger sample size.
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To evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to the choice of amplitude model for
D! K0S+ , one million B0! DK0 and one million B0s! DK0 decays are simulated
according to the nominal decay model, with the Cartesian observables xed to the nominal
t result. These simulated decays are tted with alternative models, each of which includes
a single modication with respect to the nominal model, as described in the next paragraph.
Each of these alternative models is rst used to t the simulated B0s! DK0 decays to de-
termine values for the resonance coecients of the model. Those coecients are then xed
in a second t, to the simulated B0! DK0 decays, to obtain z. The systematic uncer-
tainties are taken to be the signed dierences in the values of z from the nominal results.
The following changes, labelled (a)-(u), are applied in the alternative models, leading
to the uncertainties shown in table 3:
   S-wave: the F -vector model is changed to use two other solutions of the K-matrix
(from a total of three) determined from ts to scattering data [53] (a), (b). The slowly
varying part of the nonresonant term of the P -vector is removed (c).
  K S-wave: the generalised LASS parametrisation used to describe the K0 (1430)
resonance, is replaced by a relativistic Breit-Wigner propagator with parameters
taken from ref. [54] (d).
   P-wave: the Gounaris-Sakurai propagator is replaced by a relativistic Breit-
Wigner propagator [19, 49] (e).
  K P-wave: the mass and width of the K(1680)  resonance are varied by their
uncertainties from ref. [50] (f) (i).
   D-wave: the mass and width of the f2(1270) resonance are varied by their uncer-
tainties from ref. [24] (j) (m).
  K D-wave: the mass and width of the K2 (1430) resonance are varied by their
uncertainties from ref. [55] (n) (q).
  The radius of the Blatt-Weisskopf centrifugal barrier factors, rBW, is changed from
1:5 GeV 1 to 0:0 GeV 1 (r) and 3:0 GeV 1 (s).
  Two further resonances, K(1410)0 and (1450), parametrised with relativistic Breit-
Wigner propagators, are included in the model [19, 49] (t).
  The Zemach formalism used for the angular distribution of the decay products is
replaced by the helicity formalism [19, 49] (u).
It results in total systematic uncertainties arising from the choice of amplitude model of
x  = 8 10 3;
y  = 7 10 3;
x+ = 10 10 3;
y+ = 5 10 3:
The dierent systematic uncertainties are combined, assuming that they are indepen-
dent to obtain the total experimental uncertainties. Depending on the (x; y) parameters,
the leading systematic uncertainties arise from the invariant mass t, the description of the
non-D background and the t biases. A larger data sample is expected to reduce all three of
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Description x  y  x+ y+
(a) K-matrix 1st solution  2 0:9 2 1
(b) K-matrix 2nd solution 0:3 0:3 0:0  0:5
(c) Remove slowly varying  0:7 0:2 0:5 0:6
part in P -vector
(d)
Generalised LASS
2 3  1 3
! relativistic Breit-Wigner
(e)
Gounaris-Sakurai
0:7 0:0  0:1 0:8
! relativistic Breit-Wigner
(f)
K(1680)
m+ m  0:0 0:6 0:1 0:5
(g) m  m  0:2  0:5 0:2  0:9
(h)   +    0:2 0:2 0:0  0:2
(i)      0:2  0:1 0:5  0:2
(j)
f2(1270)
m+ m  0:1 0:0 0:3  0:2
(k) m  m  0:0 0:1 0:2  0:2
(l)   +    0:0 0:0 0:2  0:2
(m)       0:1 0:0 0:2  0:2
(n)
K2 (1430)
m+ m 0:3 0:2 0:2  0:2
(o) m  m  0:4  0:2 0:3  0:1
(p)   +    0:2 0:2 0:1  0:2
(q)      0:1  0:1 0:3  0:2
(r) rBW = 0:0 GeV
 1  2 0:7  1  0:3
(s) rBW = 3:0 GeV
 1 4  2 4 2
(t) Add K(1410) and (1450)  0:2  0:2 0:3  0:3
(u) Helicity formalism  6 6  8 2
Total model related 8 7 10 5
Table 3. Model related systematic uncertainties for each alternative model, in units of (10 3).
The relative signs indicate full correlation or anti-correlation.
these uncertainties. Whilst not intrinsically statistical in nature, the systematic uncertainty
due to the description of the non-D background is presently evaluated using a conserva-
tive approach due to lack of statistics. The total systematic uncertainties, including the
model-related uncertainties, are signicantly smaller than the statistical uncertainties.
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7 Determination of the parameters , rB0 and B0
To determine the physics parameters rB0 , B0 and  from the tted Cartesian observables
z, the relations
x = rB0 cos(B0  );
y = rB0 sin(B0  );
(7.1)
must be inverted. This is done using the GammaCombo package, originally developed for the
frequentist combination of  measurements by the LHCb collaboration [7, 56]. A global
likelihood function is built, which gives the probability of observing a set of z values given
the true values (rB0 ; B0 ; ),
L(x ; y ; x+; y+jrB0 ; B0 ; ): (7.2)
All statistical and systematic uncertainties on z are accounted for, as well as the statistical
correlation between z. Since the precision of the measurement is statistics dominated, cor-
relations between the systematic uncertainties are ignored. Central values for (rB0 ; B0 ; )
are obtained by performing a scan of these parameters, to nd the values that maximise
L(xobs  ; yobs  ; xobs+ ; yobs+ jrB0 ; B0 ; ), where zobs are the measured values of the Cartesian
observables. Associated condence intervals may be obtained either from a simple prole-
likelihood method, or using the Feldman-Cousins approach [57] combined with a \plugin"
method [58]. Condence level curves for (rB0 ; B0 ; ) obtained using the latter method are
shown in gures 6, 7 and 8. The measured values of z are found to correspond to
 =
 
80+21 22

;
rB0 = 0:39 0:13;
B0 =
 
197+24 20

:
Intrinsic to the method used in this analysis [12], there is a two-fold ambiguity in the solu-
tion; the Standard Model solution (0 <  < 180) is chosen. Two-dimensional condence
level curves obtained using the prole-likelihood method are shown in gures 9 and 10.
8 Conclusion
An amplitude analysis of B0! DK0 decays, employing a model description of the D!
K0S
+  decay, has been performed using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 3 fb 1, recorded by LHCb at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV in 2011 and 8 TeV in
2012. The measured values of the CP violation observables x = rB0 cos (B0  ) and
y = rB0 sin (B0  ) are
x  =  0:15  0:14 0:03 0:01;
y  = 0:25  0:15 0:06 0:01;
x+ = 0:05  0:24 0:04 0:01;
y+ =  0:65 +0:24 0:23  0:08 0:01;
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Figure 7. Condence level curve on rB0 , obtained using the \plugin" method [58].
where the rst uncertainties are statistical, the second are systematic and the third are
due to the choice of amplitude model used to describe the D! K0S+  decay. These
are the most precise measurements of these observables related to the neutral channel
B0! DK0. They place constraints on the magnitude of the ratio of the interfering B-
meson decay amplitudes, the strong phase dierence between them and the CKM angle ,
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giving the values
 =
 
80+21 22

;
rB0 = 0:39 0:13;
B0 =
 
197+24 20

:
Here, rB0 and B0 are dened for a K mass region of 50 MeV around the K(892)0
mass and for an absolute value of the cosine of the K0 decay angle greater than 0:4.
These results are consistent with, and have lower total uncertainties than those reported
in ref. [28], where a model independent analysis method is used. The two results are based
on the same data set and cannot be combined. The consistency shows that at the current
level of statistical precision the assumptions used to obtain the present result are justied.
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